Are Avoidance Goals the Right Prescription For a Pandemic? 
A COVID-19 Case Study
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Abstract

Background: Motivation scientists study goals, self-regulatory tools that are used to help people approach or avoid objects of desire or disdain. Purpose: Using these tools, motivation science can offer insights to guide behaviour and help individuals maintain optimal health and well-being during pandemics, including COVID-19. Results: Avoidance goals help guide behaviour away from negative objects like COVID-19, and are necessary in situations where survival is at stake. Formulating the goal of avoiding COVID-19 is therefore recommended during the pandemic. However, avoidance goals have inherent limitations, in that they tax one’s energy and well-being. To minimize these costs, the pursuit of approach sub-goals may be recommended, such as increasing social connection online or exercising outdoors (particularly prior to widespread vaccination). Conclusion: Adhering to the goal of avoiding COVID-19 prevents infection and saves lives when safe and effective vaccines and treatments are lacking. But avoidance goals have known costs that must be acknowledged and addressed. One solution is to pair avoidance goals with approach sub-goals to bolster mental and physical health while adhering to the ultimate goal of avoiding COVID-19, viral variants, and future contagions.
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1. Introduction

A new zoonotic disease emerged at the close of 2019, caused by the novel coronavirus SARS-CoV-2 [1]. The virus spread rapidly and rampantly, and by mid-March 2020, this disease – COVID-19 – had been declared a global pandemic [2]. Initially hampered by a paucity of pharmaceutical options like vaccines or effective treatments, individuals struggled to find the best prescription to maintain health. We look back on the early response to COVID-19 from the perspective of motivation science, and offer some suggestions for future outbreaks (or, in countries where vaccination is sparse, suggestions for the present).

2. A time for Avoidance?

To understand this phenomenon, we must first understand the central issue: COVID-19 is a disease; it is aberrant to normal, human physiology. Therefore, the COVID-19 pandemic, at its core, is a health-related issue. True, the pandemic has engendered myriad downstream effects – on a macro level, jolting world economies and political institutions, and on a micro level, affecting plans and protocols regarding school closings and public gatherings. The
scope of these issues belies the fact that at the heart of the pandemic is a simple, straightforward assessment: health and lives are at stake.

Second, the pandemic is a decidedly negative event: it threatens the health and safety of countless millions. In its best light, COVID-19 could be viewed (by some) as health neutral, dismissed as akin to the common cold. Former President Donald Trump, after his bout with the virus, tweeted: “Don’t be afraid of Covid. Don’t let it dominate your life” [3]. More consistent with the data (in our estimation), SARS-CoV-2 is a deadly virus, especially for those who are older and have certain co-morbidities [4], and has killed nearly five million people worldwide [5].

In light of this threat, how should one respond? What goals should one pursue? Here, motivation science offers guidance. Goals have been studied from ancient to modern times, informed by philosophical insights and scientific inquiries, and a few key concepts have emerged. Goals are consciously chosen (which distinguishes them from unconscious urges or propensities). Goals are forms of regulation that guide behaviour (which distinguishes them from wants and wishes). And, goals guide behaviour toward or away from objects (a term used broadly to capture objects, events, or possibilities) [6]. Some objects are positive and are pursued (approached), whereas other objects are negative and are shunned (avoided). The commitment to approach positive objects (move toward them) and avoid negative objects (move away from them) is a fundamental property of goals and goal pursuit [7]. This approach-avoidance dichotomy offers a useful lens to examine responses to the pandemic.

Notably, approach goals are generally preferred to avoidance goals with respect to guiding behaviour and fostering well-being. Structurally, an approach goal focuses on a positive possibility and offers precise direction – moving toward a desired object. Thus, successful goal pursuit results in achieving a desired (and previously absent) end-state. Successful pursuit also yields positive emotions and well-being – the plaudits of success [8]. Not achieving an approach goal may leave the pursuer worse off temporarily, but the current absence of the desired state is thought to be a neutral launching pad toward further efforts [9].

Given the benefits of approach goals, one wonders if they would be ideal for navigating a pandemic like COVID-19. While the advantages of approach goals are well-documented, avoidance goals nonetheless seem a better fit, as the hub of regulation is decidedly negative (COVID-19 is a negative object, and the pandemic a negative event). In other words, it makes sense to use avoidance goals during a pandemic to guide behaviour and avoid disease. An approach goal focused on the disease itself is incongruent, as there is no positive object to move toward. We find no support for the adage: “What doesn’t kill you makes you stronger.” There are no touted benefits of infection, as far as we are informed by philosophical insights and scientific evidence [10]. Approach motivation is about thriving; avoidance motivation is about surviving. In a health crisis, surviving is the crucial end-state; in these circumstances, avoidance goals seem the best fit.

In practice, avoidance goals have already been implemented on macro (global) and micro (personal) scales. Prior to vaccines, avoiding COVID-19 centred around behavioural interventions like banning travel; closing schools, businesses, and places of worship; disbanning large gatherings; quarantining disease carriers and suspected disease carriers; issuing stay at home orders; and encouraging social distancing [11]. Is there evidence to suggest that these avoidance-based interventions – designed to avoid person-to-person viral spread – are effective? In a word, yes. To cite a few examples:

- In China, “[e]arly detection and isolation of cases prevented more infections than did travel restrictions and contact reductions, but … a combination of [behavioural interventions] achieved the strongest and most rapid effect” [12].
- In a study of 11 European countries, researchers found that behavioural interventions, particularly lockdowns, significantly reduced transmission and prevented 3.1 (2.8 – 3.5) million deaths [13].
- The combined effect of behavioural interventions – such as school closures and restricting people to homes – in areas of China, South Korea, Italy, Iran, France, and the United States reduced transmission rates and prevented or delayed approximately 61 million cases [11].
- In a study across 130 countries and territories, researchers determined that “the effectiveness of school closure and internal movement restrictions appears robust” in reducing COVID-19 transmission [14].
- Historically, during the 1918-1919 influenza pandemic, cities in the United States that implemented “early [and] sustained” behavioural interventions had lower mortality [15].

3. Limitations of Avoidance Goals, and a Solution

Thus, with respect to COVID-19, avoidance behaviour works. Avoidance goals promote vigilance and attention to detail, prime the body to anticipate and react to threats, and evoke careful, restrictive action [16]. These processes have
helped people stay safe during the pandemic. However, the regulation of avoidance behaviour is a double-edged sword. Avoidance behaviour saps energy, undermines well-being, and undercuts performance over time [17]. Avoidance regulation focuses on a negative object, and can evoke fear and anxiety. This heightened state can help one navigate threats (like navigating icy highways in winter, when avoiding a car accident helps drivers arrive safely at their destination; or, in the case of COVID-19, in avoiding deadly microbes). But this mindset exacts a cost, and can feel “urgent and all-consuming” [16]. It is little surprise that air traffic controllers — whose job description focuses inherently on avoidance — ensuring planes evade mid-air collisions — suffer from a high rate of burn-out [18]. It is also little surprise that individuals in the pandemic have had worsening anxiety and mental health. In mid-March 2020, with the declaration of a national emergency in the United States, internet searches regarding acute anxiety spiked compared to historical levels [19]. A study conducted in late March and early April found depression symptoms had jumped more than three-fold in the U.S. [20]. A U.S. Census Bureau study echoed these results. Compared to a sample in 2019 (pre-pandemic), the prevalence of anxiety and depression climbed three times higher during the pandemic [21]. Spikes in mental health disorders have extended beyond the United States as well. A systematic review reported increased rates of anxiety and depression as a result of COVID-19 — in addition to stress and post-traumatic stress disorder — in the general populations of China, Spain, Italy, Iran, the US, Turkey, Nepal, and Denmark [22].

Avoidance goals have inherent limitations, as revealed by their structure. Given that the hub of regulation is a negative object, the best outcome is successfully avoiding that negative object and, hence, the best emotional outcome is relief [23]. Given that avoidance regulation is directed away from an object, an unanswered question remains: toward what object should one move? This type of regulation offers little guidance [9]. That does not mean avoidance behaviour should be eschewed; it means instead that the utility of avoidance behaviour may be limited to situations that represent dire threats to health and safety. Avoidance goals seem to be the right tool for times when danger is imminent and survival uncertain, when it is prudent to be on high alert. Survive today in order to thrive tomorrow, when danger has dissipated and safety is assured.

But if the costs of avoidance goals are so burdensome, are there ways to offset these costs? Motivation science answers in the affirmative. Avoidance and approach goals can exist in a hierarchical model, with a superordinate goal coupled with sub-goals [24]. Avoiding COVID-19 may be the superordinate goal, the unifying framework that guides behaviour, but sub-goals are possible that are not avoidant in nature. For example, prior to widespread vaccination, avoiding COVID-19 may have one practicing social isolation; to counterbalance this loneliness, an approach goal could be considered to promote healthy relationships (a positive object) through online interactions (via Zoom or FaceTime). Avoiding COVID-19 may prompt the avoidance of gyms; an approach goal to offset this loss may be to exercise and maintain a healthy body (a positive object) by walking or jogging outside, or riding a stationary bike inside. People have noted pandemic “fatigue” and burn-out; approach sub-goals may help to “replenish and reinvigorate” [16]. Approach goals — like those above — can help guide behaviour even as the as the crux of behaviour falls under the auspices of avoidance.

4. Conclusion

At its core, COVID-19 is a disease. At its worst, it represents a deadly assault to human health and physiology. The pandemic is a negative event — a threat to millions. During this and future pandemics, motivation scientists can offer insights to guide behaviour through their work on goals (regulatory tools in which people approach or avoid objects of desire or disdain). Avoidance goals are uniquely structured to help guide behaviour away from a negative object, and are necessary in situations where survival is at stake. Thus, formulating the goal of avoiding COVID-19 is recommended during the pandemic. Data suggests that adhering to this avoidance goal — at the societal and individual level — prevents infection and saves lives, particularly prior to widespread vaccination. But like any medical prescription, adherence entails risks and benefits. Avoidance goals come at a steep cost to energy, well-being, and long-term performance. To minimize these known “side-effects,” a hierarchical model of goal pursuit is recommended: adding approach sub-goals to bolster mental and physical health while adhering to the ultimate superordinate goal of avoiding COVID-19, viral variants, and future contagions.
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